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X SEblitz GO
Mini rejestrator samochodowy

SONY IMX323 SENSOR 

8x IR LED

Następca kultowego modelu 
Xblitz GO. 

NOWOŚĆ!!! Sensor SONY IMX 323   

Chipset NTK 96658

EXPLORE THE FUTURE...

  mini camera FULL HD DVR

Car camera Xblitz P100 will let you enjoy 
safe and peaceful drive. Essential when it comes 
to both holiday journeys and everyday life routes.

Why to use Xblitz GO SE car camera? :

A real evidence during the overlaps, 
car accidents, arguable situations

Quick and proficient fix of the accident causer

Lack of witnesses is no longer a problem

Versatility: tape recorder, video camera, photo camera

Possibility of recording di�erent road violations

Possibility of recording unpredictable sitches

WDR FUNCTION

MOTION DETECTION

LOOP RECORDING

BUILT-IN MICROPHONE

VIDEO 1920x1080p1080
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HIGH PHOTO RESOLUTION

NIGHT MODE

Xblitz GO SE is a novelty on the market, characterized by enormously good video recordings, small size 
and perfect quality of the workmanship. All those aspects make this device out of competition within 

its price class! Highest quality materials - glazed lenses and elegant, aluminium details. 
The camera mixes two perfectly fulfilling each other areas - reliability and easy of use with advanced 

functions such as parking mode, 170° wide-angle lenses and high resolution picture. 

HIGH VIDEO RESOLUTION

FULL HD 1920x1080p , 30 fps. 
Registered picture may be easily displayed 
even on the high diagonal TV sets.

INTERNAL BATTERY

The internal battery is a small capacity part 
of the camera. It serves for the few minutes power 
supply when the car engine is o�.

BUILT-IN MICROPHONE

Very sensitive, registers the sound inside 
of the car. This function may be turned o�.

SOLID CAR HOLDER

The camera contains stable and handy  
fastening system. Strong sucker provides 
certain and sustainable assembly of the device.

Pictures may be shooted with a resolution 
up to 12 Mpx, which provides various methods 
of its usage (to print, to analyze the sitch, 
to read-out the car plates etc.). Maximum 
image resolution is 4032x3024.

The camera has the night vision mode to register 
the view when the light level is not enough 
to obtain satisfying picture.
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POWER WIRE INSIDE THE GRIP

LONG RECORDING TIME

LOOP RECORDING

One of the main and most important characteristics 
of the dashcameras. This function let us set the length 
of single video (2/3/5 minutes). Turning this option 
o� indicates continuous video registration 
(not recommended). Maximum length of the video 
is limited by its format files - utmost 2GB.

AUTOMATIC START OF RECORDING

The camera starts recording itself in the moment 
of ignition and stops recording itself when we turn 
o� the car engine. The camera needs to be 
continuously connected to the car cigarette 
lighter power supply.

DIGITAL ZOOM 

Quadruple digital zoom is another function 
of the camera. Should be set before the recording. 

MATERIALS

High quality, sustainable and resistant plastic case.

The size of the 3 minutes movie is around 300 MB 
(when the resolution is highest and the sound is on). 
64 GB memory card is able to record with maximum 
quality for around 10 hours. Referring to this, when 
the loop recording is o�, the user always has the last 
10 hours of driving saved on the internal memory. 

The camera obtains incredibly handy fastening 
system. Strong sucker allows the certain 
and sustainable assembly inside the vehicle. 
Additionally, the grip has been equipped with 
mini USB slot that supplies the power to the device. 
Thanks to this solution, we may connect the charger 
with the grip permanently and the camera may be 
putted in/ putted out within few seconds of our time.
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FILE FORMAT MOV H.264

G-SENSOR

WIDE-ANGLE LENS

PARKING MODE

BUILT-IN SPEAKER

G-sensor provides safety in case of 
the accident and prevent from overwriting 
the crucial record.

MOTION DETECTION

The stand-by mode makes the camera analyze 
the view. If the picture dramatically changes due 
to the sudden move - the camera will start 
recording until the motion stops.

SOS FUNCTION

Automatic save of the currently recorded file 
to prevent the moment from being overwritten 
/ deleted. This function can be turned on 
by pushing the right button. 

Sonic signals alert when pushing the buttons, 
playing videos recorded with sound.

Advanced video coding system keep the high quality 
recordings together with the great file compression. 

Within the moment of the bonk, the camera will 
turn on automatically and starts recording. 
After 15-30 seconds, the device will turn o� 
automatically again. 

The camera obtains 170° angle lenses thanks to 
which we may record wider space in front of the 
vehicle. Glazed lenses provides perfect video quality.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Processor

Sensor

Screen

Lens

G-sensor

Night mode

WDR

Parking mode

Video resolution

Video format

Photo format

Photo resolution

Memory

Slots

TV output

Audio

Battery

Car charger

Motion detection

Loop recording

NT96658

Sony IMX323, 2MP, 1/2.9

2.0 inch / 320x240

170°C, F1.7, 6G lens

Yes

Yes, 8x IR LEDs

Yes

Yes

1920x1080p, 30fps

MOV, H.264

JPG

12M, 4032x3024

up to 64 GB, FAT32

Mini USB, HDMI

Yes

Built-in microphone / speaker

300ma, lithium-ion battery

DC 5V, 1.5A

Yes

Yes

The set contains:
- Car camera Xblitz GO SE
- Car charger with the wire
- Suction grip
- USB wire
- User's manual
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